The Faculty of Management of the National Research University Higher School of Economics in Moscow invites applications for the position of Assistant Professor in International Business, Business Policy and Strategy, Human Resource Management, Project Management, Organizational Behavior, International Management, Marketing and Managerial Economics. Applications for Associate and Full Professorships will also be considered. A working knowledge of Russian would be an asset although teaching will be in English.

The HSE is a major Russian university which aspires to become an internationally recognized research university. The candidate would be expected to publish in reputable peer-reviewed journals with research support provided by the university’s Centre for Advanced Studies – a collaborative endeavor with Moscow’s New Economic School. The appointments are for tenure-track positions and will be made for three years in the first instance, starting in September 2013, with reviews of teaching and research during the third year.

The salary range for successful candidates in the 2013-2014 academic year would be from a minimum of 150,000 Russian rubles per month (approximately $ 64 K per year at the current exchange rate) to 200,000 rubles (approximately $ 85 K per year at the current exchange rate) or more depending on experience and qualifications. An exceptionally promising or experienced candidate could be considered for a much higher salary and a more senior position. HSE salaries are indexed to inflation annually and subject to a 13% flat income tax. In addition to travel support and other benefits, significant research grants can be provided. The teaching load of newly hired faculty members is at most 2 courses (80 minutes each) per week.

Candidates must possess a Ph.D. in management, business, economics or a related field. Please provide a CV, at least 2 letters of reference forwarded directly, a statement of research interest and job market paper. All materials, and any questions, should be addressed to Martin Gilman, Director, Centre for Advanced Studies at cas@hse.ru. More information about the university and the Centre is available at the www.hse.ru/eng and www.cas.hse.ru.

Preliminary interviews will be held at the Academy of International Business Annual Meeting. To be considered for one of these interview slots, please submit your application by June 25, 2012.

Alexander Settles (asettles@hse.ru) will be attending the AIB conference in Washington, D.C.